
DHAKA: Off-spinner Mehidy Hasan claimed a career-
best 12 wickets as Bangladesh thumped West Indies by
an innings and 184 runs in Dhaka yesterday to sweep
the two-match series. Hasan took 7-58 and 5-59 in the
first and second innings respectively to help the Tigers
bowl out the visitors for 111 and 213 runs on the third
day of the second Test.

Bangladesh made 508 runs in their only innings at
Sher-e-Bangla National Stadium to claim their first-
ever victory by an innings margin. It was Bangladesh’s
first Test series win in four years, after they won the
opener in Chittagong by 64 runs.

West Indies wilted for 213 all out in the second
innings after earning the dubious distinction of
becoming the first side ever to be asked to follow-on
by Bangladesh in a Test match. Big-hitting Shimron
Hetmyer scored an attacking 93 off 92 balls with nine
sixes and a four to prevent a total Caribbean col-

lapse in the second innings.
But Mehidy stopped Hetmyer from scoring his maid-

en Test century when the batsman went for a 10th sixth,
but wound up delivering it to Mohammad Mithun at
long-on. He then removed Jomel Warrican to complete
his second five-wicket haul of the game before finishing
with match figures of 12-117 — the best ever Test haul
for a Bangladeshi bowler.

The 21-year-old spinner improved his own record of
12-159 against England in 2016 at the same ground.
Kemar Roach provided late entertainment with an
unbeaten 37 off 49 balls with seven fours, but it only
delayed the inevitable.

Taijul Islam wrapped up the innings and match
when he trapped Shermon Lewis for 20 to finish with
3-40. Bangladesh captain Shakib Al Hasan hailed his
team’s effort after the match. “We did the process
right and we did well in every department. Overall a

very good team effort,” he said.
West Indies’ trouble began from the very start of

the third day’s play when they lost five wickets in less
than an hour, after resuming their first innings on 75-
5. Hetmyer, who also top-scored in the first innings
with 39, hit Mehidy for a six in the second over of
the day, but the off-spinner flummoxed him for a
sharp return catch to start the collapse. Bangladesh
never looked back as Mehidy claimed three more
wickets in quick time, before Shakib wrapped up the
innings to finish with 3-27. West Indies skipper
Kraigg Brathwaite lamented the defeat.

“As batsmen we didn’t do our jobs. We didn’t get
a partnership and we let ourselves down on the
field,” he said. The West Indies will also play three
one-day internationals and three Twenty20 inter-
nationals against Bangladesh during their month-
long tour. — AFP

Record-seeking 
Yasir holds key 
in Pakistan-NZ 
decider Test
ABU DHABI: Leg-spinner Yasir Shah is set to become
the fastest to reach 200 Test wickets as he holds the
key for Pakistan to win the series-deciding third and
final Test against New Zealand starting in Abu Dhabi
from today.

The 32-year-old needs just five wickets to shatter
Australian leg-spinner Clarrie Grimmettt’s record of
completing 200 wickets in 36 Tests, way back in 1936.
That will be icing on the cake as Pakistan hope Yasir-
whose 14 wicket match haul crushed New Zealand to
an innings and 16 run defeat in the second Test in
Dubai-can come good again.

Yasir took eight wickets in the first Test here but
Pakistan fell agonisingly short, losing by four runs
before leveling the series at 1-1. Pakistan captain
Sarfraz Ahmed agreed hopes are pinned on Yasir, who
has 195 wickets in 32 Tests.

“The way Yasir is bowling he has got his rhythm
back and we hope that with the return of his form he
will do his best to win us this Test and the series,” said
Sarfraz on Sunday. Until last year the Sheikh Zayed sta-
dium had been a happy hunting ground for Pakistan,
having won six of the ten Tests with four draws.

But they lost to Sri Lanka last year and against New
Zealand after set low targets of 136 and 176 runs
respectively, a fact Sarfraz said hurt his team. “We need
to bat long and that we did in the last Test,” said Sarfraz
whose team put a big 418-5 declared in Dubai. “Toss
will again be crucial because in Asia teams like to bat
first and post big totals.”

Besides Yasir, Pakistan will also hope fast-rising left-
arm pacer Shaheen Shah Afridi gives them edge,
replacing medium pacer Mohammad Abbas who is

ruled out with a shoulder injury.
The 18-year-old pacer took back to back four

wicket hauls in the 1-1 drawn one-day series against
New Zealand last month before getting seven wick-
ets against England Lions in a four-day match, also
in Abu Dhabi.

“Shaheen is improving day by day and has talent,”
said Sarfraz of Shaeen who is six and a half feet tall.
Sarfraz admits New Zealand can be dangerous as they
have the motivation to win an away series against
Pakistan for the first time since 1969.

“New Zealand is a good team with experienced
players who know Test cricket well,” said Sarfraz.
“They have good bowlers so we will also try to play
good cricket.” New Zealand skipper Kane Williamson
admitted Yasir will be a dangerous proposition.

“He (Yasir) is a world class bowler,” said Williamson.
“He clearly had a fantastic last game and bowled a
number of very nice deliveries and used the conditions
really, really well.” New Zealand will gain confidence

from their second innings batting with return to form of
Ross Taylor who made 81, Henry Nicholls scored 77
and Tom Latham’s 50. “There were some positives we
would need to build from,” said Williamson of his
team’s 312 all out. “It’s really an exciting prospect and
the guys really are looking forward to the decider.

New Zealand have the option of resting Trent
Boult and bringing in Tim Southee, who has yet to
play in the series.

Teams (from)
Pakistan: Sarfraz Ahmed (captain), Mohammad

Hafeez, Imam-ul-Haq, Azhar Ali, Haris Sohail, Asad
Shafiq, Babar Azam, Yasir Shah, Bilal Asif, Hassan Ali,
Shaheen Shah Afridi, Faheem Ashraf 

New Zealand: Kane Williamson (captain), Tom
Blundell, Trent Boult, Colin de Grandhomme, Matt
Henry, Tom Latham, Henry Nicholls, Ajaz Patel, Jeet
Raval, Ish Sodhi, Will Somerville, Tim Southee, Ross
Taylor, Neil Wagner. — AFP
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Battling India 
veteran Vijay 
has no fear 
of Australia
SYDNEY: India’s Murali Vijay is ready to capi-
talise on a horror injury to young gun Prithvi
Shaw, declaring he has no fear of Australian con-
ditions after almost certainly securing his spot
for this week’s first Test.

The veteran opening batsman smacked an
entertaining 129, including 16 fours and five six-
es, in a warm-up match against a Cricket
Australia XI on Saturday. After being dropped
following a pair in the second Test against
England this year, the 34-year-old was seen to
be in a fight with incumbent KL Rahul to open
the batting alongside Shaw in Adelaide.

But a nasty ligament injury on Friday ruled
out the teenager-who has been compared to
Sachin Tendulkar-making Vijay and Rahul odds-
on to face the new ball together again. Others
with an outside chance include Shikhar Dhawan
or even uncapped Mayank Agarwal.

“We come from the same part of India, so we
understand each other well,” Vijay said of Rahul,
who scored 62 in India’s second innings against
the CA XI. “He is a good guy to bat with and he
is fun. Hopefully we can carry that momentum
forward into the first Test.”

The pair have batted 25 times together at Test
level and Vijay scored 53 and 99 four years ago
in Adelaide, a venue he says he likes. “It suits me
because I’m a batsman who likes to play off the
back foot,” he said.

“Australia is one place where you get the
bounce so you can play shots. “It always feels
good to go to grounds where you have scored
runs, it helps you a lot and I have good memories
of it and looking forward to the Adelaide Test.”

After being axed following his Lord’s failure,
Vijay worked his way back into contention
through a spell with Essex and said he had never
given up hope of earning a 60th Test cap. “If you
are not part of the team, you have to make sure
you keep your work ethics at the top level and
once you get the chance you have to be ready to
go,” he said. 

“That was my basic fundamental after being
dropped in England until now.” While India’s
opening pair appear in form, their middle order
also looks good with Cheteshwar Pujara, Virat
Kohli, Ajinkya Rahane and Hanuma Vihari all
making half-centuries in the CA XI match.

Their bowlers were less impressive, with an
inexperienced CA side making a mammoth 544
in reply to the visitors’ first innings 358. Pacemen
Umesh Yadav and Ishant Sharma, and chief spin-
ner Ravichandran Ashwin got in some valuable
practice, but were all expensive. — AFP

SCOREBOARD

Scoreboard of the second Test between Bangladesh and West
Indies at the Sher-e-Bangla National Stadium in Dhaka yesterday:

Bangladesh first innings 508 (Mahmudullah 136, Shakib Al
Hasan 80, Shadman Islam 76, Liton Das 54; K. Brathwaite 2-57, K.
Roach 2-61, J. Warrican 2-91, D. Bishoo 2-109)

West Indies first innings (overnight 75-5)
K. Brathwaite b Shakib                                                     0
K. Powell b Mehidy                                                           4
S. Hope b Mehidy                                                              10
S. Ambris b Shakib                                                            7
R. Chase b Mehidy                                                            0
S. Hetmyer c & b Mehidy                                                 39
S. Dowrich lbw b Mehidy                                                 37
D. Bishoo c Shadman b Mehidy                                       1
K. Roach c Liton b Mehidy                                              1
J. Warrican not out                                                            5
S. Lewis lbw b Shakib                                                       0
Extras (b4, lb3)                                                                  7
Total (all out; 36.4 overs)                                                  111
Fall of wickets: 1-0 (Brathwaite), 2-6 (Powell), 3-17 (Ambris), 4-
20 (Chase), 5-29 (Hope, 6-86 (Hetmyer), 7-88 (Bishoo), 8-92
(Roach), 9-110 (Dowrich), 10-111 (Lewis)
Bowling: Shakib 15.4-4-27-3, Mehidy 16-1-58-7, Nayeem 3-0-
9-0, Taijul 1-0-10-0, Mahmudullah 1-1-0-0.

West Indies second innings
K. Brathwaite lbw b Shakib                                              1
K. Powell St Mushfiqur b Mehidy                                    6
S. Hope c Shakib b Mehidy                                              25
S. Ambris lbw b Taijul                                                       4
R. Chase c Mominul b Taijul                                             3
S. Hetmyer c Mithun b Mehidy                                         93
S. Dowrich c Soumya b Nayeem                                      3
D. Bishoo c Soumya b Mehidy                                         12
K. Roach not out                                                               37
J. Warrican c & b Mehidy                                                 0
S. Lewis lbw b Taijul                                                         20
Extras (b6, lb3)                                                                  9
Total (all out, 59.2 overs)                                                  213
Fall of wickets: 1-2(Brathwaite), 2-14 (Powell), 3-23 (Ambris),
and 4-29 (Chase) 5-85 (Hope), 6-96 (Dowrich), 7-143 (Bishoo),
8-166 (Hetmyer), 9-171 (Warrican), 10-213 (Lewis)
Bowling: Shakib 14-3-65-1, Mehidy 20-2-59-5, Taijul 10.2-1-
40-3, Mahmudullah 1-0-6-0, Nayeem 14-2-34-1.
Result: Bangladesh won by innings and 184 runs
Series result: Bangladesh wins series 2-0

ABU DHABI: New Zealand cricketers gather prior to start training session at the Sheikh Zayed International
Cricket Stadium in Abu Dhabi yesterday. Pakistani will play their third and final Test match against New Zealand
today, in Abu Dhabi. — AFP

River join Boca in 
refusing to play 
Copa Libertadores 
in Madrid
BUENOS AIRES: River Plate said Saturday they have
refused to play the Copa Libertadores final second leg
against Boca Juniors in Madrid, casting uncertainty
over the December 9 fixture. The match between the
Argentine arch-rivals has been moved to Real Madrid’s
Santiago Bernabeu stadium after it was twice post-
poned last weekend after River Plate fans attacked the
Boca Juniors team bus.

The game is due to be played in the Spanish capital
on December 9, but River Plate said they “confirmed
their rejection of the change of location”. In a state-
ment on the club’s website, River said it was “incom-
prehensible” that the game had been moved to Spain.

River said the club bore no responsibility for the

“faults in the security operation” for the high profile
fixture in Buenos Aires. “It is incomprehensible that the
superclasico cannot take place as normal in the same
country where a G20 summit is currently taking place,”
the club added.

World leaders, including US President Donald
Trump and Russian leader Vladimir Putin, are attending
the G20 summit in the Argentine capital this weekend.
“The club believes this decision demeans the competi-
tion, prejudices those who have bought tickets and
makes it unfair,” River continued.

Several hours before River put out their statement,
Boca Juniors said they were going to appeal against
the decision to move the match to Madrid to the South
American football federation CONMEBOL, and even-
tually to the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS).

Several Boca Juniors players including Pablo Perez
needed hospital treatment for injuries caused by shards
of glass and others complained about the effects of
inhaling teargas in the attack last Saturday.

Boca then refused to play the match and it was
postponed 24 hours, only to then be called off indefi-
nitely the next day. Boca petitioned CONMEBOL to be
awarded the trophy, but that was rejected on Thursday.

CONMEBOL, which is headquartered in Paraguay,
decided Argentina was in no state to host such an

important match and ordered it played elsewhere, with
Real president Florentino Perez jumping on the oppor-
tunity and offering use of the Bernabeu for free.

FIFA President Gianni Infantino said Saturday that
“idiots ruined the party” for everyone at the Copa
Libertadores. “I was here last Saturday,” Infantino said
at a press conference at the G20 summit.

“It was a sad moment for everyone. It is a football
match. It is not a war, not even a battle.” “We have to
work to find out who are the people to blame. You have
to identify them and get them out (of football),” said
Infantino.

“I hope this does not happen any longer,” he said.
“This story must mark the end of one chapter and the
start of a new one.” The FIFA boss believes it is up to
CONMEBOL to decide the fate of the final.

They “must take a decision, they know all the fac-
tors,” he said, adding: “It has to be played, nothing
should stop football.”

On social media, the Libertadores, the most presti-
gious club tournament in South America, has been
rechristened the “Copa Conquistadores.” But, Infantino
insisted that Argentina “does not have to feel ashamed”
over the final being moved to Madrid. “Argentina has to
feel energised to change this, to use it for positive
change,” he said. — AFP

Mehidy lifts Bangladesh to 
first innings win, series sweep

Tigers bowl out visitors for 111 and 213 runs on third day 

DHAKA: Bangladeshi cricketers pose with the tournament trophy following a presentation ceremony at the end of the third day of the second Test cricket match between
Bangladesh and West Indies at the Sher-e-Bangla National Cricket Stadium in Dhaka yesterday. —AFP


